We will study some modifications to the notion of an exact C * -algebra by replacing the minimal tensor product with the reduced free product. First we will demonstrate how the reduced free product of a short exact sequence of C * -algebras with another C * -algebra may be taken. It will then be demonstrated that this operation preserves exact sequences. We will also establish that adjoining arbitrary k-tuples of operators in a free way behaves well with respect to taking ultrapowers.
If any of the above conditions hold then B is said to be an exact C
* -algebra.
As the proof that the fifth statement of Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to the others is not standard, we present the proof here.
Proof that the fifth statement of Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to the fourth statement. Let (A n ) n≥1 be a sequence of unital C * -algebras and let
be arbitrary. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} there exists A i,n ∈ A n such that p(A 1 , . . . , A k ) A = lim sup n→∞ p(A 1,n , . . . , A k,n ) An for every polynomials p in k non-commutating variables and their complex conjugates (that is, choose a lifting of each A i ). If B satisfies the fifth statement of Theorem 1.1 then
n≥1 (An ⊗ min B)
where the last equality follows from Lemma 1.2. Thus the fifth statement of Theorem 1.1 implies the fourth statement.
INTRODUCTION
For the other direction, suppose B satisfies the fourth statement in Theorem 1.1. Let A n and A be unital C * -algebras, let k ∈ N, let A 1 , . . . , A k ∈ A, and let {A i,n } k i=1 ⊆ A n be such that p(A 1 , . . . , A k ) A = lim sup n→∞ p(A 1,n , . . . , A k,n ) An for every non-commutative polynomials p in k-variables and their complex conjugates. We may assume that A = * -Alg(A 1 , . . . , A k ) by properties of the minimal tensor product. Fix B 1 , . . . , B k ∈ B. If the fifth statement were false there would exists an ǫ > 0, an N ∈ N, and a subsequence of the A n 's such that
for all n ≥ N in the subsequence. By relabeling the A n 's we can assume the subsequence is the entire sequence.
The fourth equivalence in Theorem 1.1 implies that the canonical inclusion
is continuous with respect to the minimal tensor product and extends to an injective inclusion on the minimal tensor product. By the assumptions on A, A ⊆ ( n≥1 A n )/( n≥1 A n ) via the identification of A i with (A i,n ) n≥1 + n≥1 A n . Thus
(where the last equality follows from Lemma 1.2) which contradicts ( * ).
Lemma 1.2. For any C * -algebra B and any sequence of unital C * -algebras (A n ) n≥1 there exists an injective * -homomorphism
defined by
for all (A n ) n≥1 ∈ n≥1 A n and B ∈ B.
Proof. Consider the map π 0 : n≥1 A n ⊙ B → n≥1 (A n ⊗ min B) defined by π 0 ((A n ) n≥1 ⊗ B) = (A n ⊗ B) n≥1 .
It is easy to verify that π 0 is well-defined, continuous, and isometric with respect to the minimal tensor products and thus induces a injective * -homomorphism π :
(as this is clearly true of elementary tensors and thus the closure of the span of elementary tensors). Therefore the * -homomorphism
n≥1 (A n ⊗ min B)
as described in the statement of the lemma exists. To see Φ is injective, suppose T ∈ n≥1 A n ⊗ min B and π(T ) ∈ n≥1 (A n ⊗ min B). Let (B λ ) Λ be a C * -bounded approximate identity for B. For each n ∈ N and λ ∈ Λ let E n,λ := (I A1 , I A2 , · · · , I An , 0, 0,
Define a partial ordering on N×Λ by (n, λ) ≤ (m, λ ′ ) if and only if n ≤ m and λ ≤ λ ′ . It is easy to verify that (E n,λ ) N×Λ is a C * -bounded approximate identity for n≥1 A n ⊗ min B and (π(E n,λ )) N×Λ is a C * -bounded approximate identity for n≥1 (A n ⊗ min B). Whence
Since π is isometric, lim N×Λ T E n,λ − T = 0 so
Thus ker(π) = n≥1 A n ⊗ min B so Φ is injective.
In this paper we will analyze how the third and fifth equivalences in Theorem 1.1 can be adapted to the context of reduced free products. In Section 2 we will modify the third equivalence in Theorem 1.1 by replacing the minimal tensor product with the reduced free product. First we will demonstrate a way to take the reduced free product of a short exact sequence of C * -algebras against a fixed C * -algebra. Our main result is that every C * -algebra is 'freely exact'; that is, taking the reduced free product of a short exact sequence of C * -algebras against a fixed C * -algebra preserves exactness. This will be accomplished by embedding these short sequences into a short exact sequence involving Toeplitz-Pimsner algebras and restricting back to our original sequence.
In Section 3 of this paper we will analyze how the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 can be adapted to the context of reduced free products. It will be demonstrated that the conclusion of fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 holds when the minimal tensor product is replaced with the reduced free product for any C * -algebra. This will be accomplished by first proving the result for the C * -algebra generated by a finite number of free creation operators (previously proven in the appendix of [Ma] due to Shlyakhtenko), then for exact C * -algebras, and finally for arbitrary C * -algebras. In Section 4 we will show if the nuclear embeddings in the second equivalence of Theorem 1.1 are required to be state-preserving, then nothing new is gained. This will be accomplished by showing that if a unital, completely positive maps on a C * -subalgebra A of B preserves a state then it can be extended in a statepreserving way to a unital, completely positive map on B and by using arguments similar to those found in [Oz] .
Short Sequences of Reduced Free Products

Notation and a Construction
The purpose of this section is to replace the tensor products with reduced free products in the third equivalence in Theorem 1.1 and examine the result. We begin by describing a reduced free product analog of taking the tensor product of an exact sequence with a fixed C * -algebra. Most typical results for the reduced free product of C * -algebras requires the states used in the construction to have faithful GNS representations and thus hinders the consideration of quotient maps. The solutions is to go straight to the construction of the reduced free product of two C * -algebras.
Notation 2.1.1. For i ∈ {1, 2} let A i be unital C * -algebras, let π i : A i → B(H i ) be faithful, unital representations, and let ξ i ∈ H i be unit vectors. We define the free product (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) of the Hilbert spaces (H 1 , ξ 1 ) and (H 2 , ξ 2 ) in the standard way: if
The vector ξ 0 is called the distinguished unit vector (and may be denoted ξ 1 * ξ 2 ).
There is a canonical action of each A i on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ). To define this action let
where U i is the canonical isomorphism in each of the four parts listed. We define the action of A i on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) by Aζ := U (π i (A) ⊗ Id)U * ζ for all A ∈ A i and for all ζ ∈ (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ). In particular, the action of an element A ∈ A i on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) is given by
which is an element of (H
We denote the C * -subalgebra of B((H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 )) generated by A 1 and A 2 by (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ).
As previously mentioned, when dealing with reduced free products of C * -algebras, it is typical that the representations π i are faithful GNS representations with unit cyclic vectors ξ i . We will not make this restriction.
Construction 2.1.2. Let A 1 and A 2 be unital C * -algebras, let J be an ideal of A 1 , let π 1,0 : A 1 /J → B(H 1,0 ), π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1,1 ), and π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2 ) be unital representations such that π 1,0 and π 2 are faithful and, if H 1 := H 1,0 ⊕ H 1,1 and q : A 1 → A 1 /J is the canonical quotient map, π 1 := (π 1,0 • q) ⊕ π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1 ) is faithful, and let ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2 be unit vectors. Consider the reduced free products (A 1 /J, π 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) and (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ). Let J A1 * A2 denote the closed ideal of (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) generated by J.
Notice (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) acts on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) and (A 1 /J, π 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) acts on (H 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ). By the construction of the free product of Hilbert spaces, (H 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) can be viewed canonically as a Hilbert subspace of (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ). Moreover, by considering the action of (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) on (H 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) ⊆ (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ), it is easily seen that (H 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ) is an invariant subspace of (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) and the compression of (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) to this subspace is (A 1 /J, π 1,0 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ). Thus there is a well-defined * -homomorphism H2,ξ2) where P (H1,0,ξ1) * (H2,ξ2) is the orthogonal projection of (
If J ∈ J then it is easily seen that J| (H1,0,ξ1) * (H2,ξ2) = 0 as π 1,0 (q(J)) = π 1,0 (0) = 0. Therefore the algebraic ideal generated by J in (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) is in the kernel of π and thus J A1 * A2 ⊆ ker(π). Hence we can consider the sequence of C * -algebras
where i is the inclusion map. Clearly i is injective, π is surjective, and J A1 * A2 ⊆ ker(π). Hence the sequence is exact if and only if ker(π) ⊆ J A1 * A2 ; that is there is no element of (
that is zero on the copy of (
The requirements on π 1,0 , π 1 , and π 2 are necessary to ensure we are considering objects related directly to A 1 /J, A 1 , and A 2 . The conditions on π 1,0 , π 1 , π 2 , ξ 1 , and ξ 2 are also designed so the vectors ξ 1 and ξ 2 give rise to vector states on our C * -algebras. Moreover π 1,0 , π 1 , and π 2 are assumed to be unital so the C * -algebras under consideration are truly reduced free products of C * -algebras. Finally the consideration of (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) was necessary to ensure the * -homomorphism π existed. Our main goal is to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1.3. Let A 1 and A 2 be unital C * -algebras, let J be an ideal of A 1 , let π 1,0 : A 1 /J → B(H 1,0 ), π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1,1 ), and π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2 ) be unital representations such that π 1,0 and π 2 are faithful and, if
is faithful, and let ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2 be unit vectors. Under these assumptions, the sequence of C * -algebras
Remarks 2.1.4. By the above discussion there exists a * -homomorphism
and the question of whether or not the above sequence is exact is equivalent to this * -homomorphism being injective. Thus to prove the sequence is exact it would suffice to construct an inverse map. It is tempting to believe that such an inverse map exists due to the universal property of the reduced free products of C * -algebras (see Theorem 4.7.2 of [BO] ). However, to apply said property, we would need to know the vector states defined by ξ 1 and ξ 2 on A 1 /J and A 2 respectively had faithful GNS representations and we would need to know the state on ((A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ))/ J A1 * A2 induced by the vector state on (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) from the distinguished vector has a faithful GNS representation. It is this later condition that appears to provide the greatest obstacle. Thus, once Theorem 2.1.3 has been established, the state on ((A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ))/ J A1 * A2 induced by the vector state on (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) from the distinguished vector has a faithful GNS representation whenever the vector states defined by ξ 1 and ξ 2 on A 1 /J and A 2 respectively have faithful GNS representations.
The proof of Theorem 2.1.3 will be demonstrated over the next three sections. In Section 2.2 we will examine the ideal J A1 * A2 by describing a set of operators with dense span. In Section 2.3 we will construct short exact sequence of C * -algebras involving Toeplitz-Pimsner algebras. In Section 2.4 we will embed each sequence under consideration from Theorem 2.1.3 into a sequence from Section 2.3 and, with a little work, this will complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.3.
Structure of the Ideal
In our goal to prove Theorem 2.1.3 we will begin by analyzing the structure of the ideals J A1 * A2 under consideration. A set of operators consisting of products of elements from J, A 1 , and A 2 will be shown to be dense in J A1 * A2 using common arguments pertaining to reduced free products. We will then analyze the action of each of these operators on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ).
Discussion 2.2.1. Let A 1 and A 2 be unital C * -algebras, let J be an ideal of A 1 , let π 1,0 : A 1 /J → B(H 1,0 ), π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1,1 ), and π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2 ) be unital representations such that π 1,0 and π 2 are faithful and, if H 1 := H 1,0 ⊕ H 1,1 and q :
is faithful, and let ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2 be unit vectors. To determine the structure of J A1 * A2 inside (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ), note that
(where we can alway begin and end with an element of A 1 as A 1 is unital and π 1 is unital) is dense in
. Using the fact that J is an ideal of A 1 and the fact that I Ai are the identity elements of
We desire to describe the actions of T and R on (H 1 , ξ 1 ) * (H 2 , ξ 2 ). First we claim that T and R are zero on
To see this, notice for all k ≥ 1 that
2 ), and thus, by continuing the pattern, J will act on (H Thus it remains to describe the actions of T and R on 
We claim that T and R are non-zero only on the direct summand 
for S = T and S = R, and if k ≥ m + 1 and
for S = T and S = R. To prove this result we will proceed by induction on m. For m = 0 notice if k ≥ 1 then for all
By repetition
Similar arguments show for all k ≥ 0 and
Hence the base case is complete. Suppose m ≥ 1 and the result is true for m − 1. Consider the action of B
we obtain that
Hence the result follows easily by the induction hypothesis.
The above proof shows that if
if k ≥ m and
for S = T and S = R, if k ≥ m and
for S = T and S = R, and if
Another Exact Sequence
In this section we will examine a short exact sequence of C * -algebras involving Toeplitz-Pimsner algebras. An outline of the proof will be given after the following construction.
Construction 2.3.1. Let A 1 and A 2 be unital C * -algebras, let J be an ideal of A 1 , let π 1,0 : A 1 /J → B(H 1,0 ), π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1,1 ), and π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2 ) be unital representations such that π 1,0 and π 2 are faithful and, if H 1 := H 1,0 ⊕ H 1,1 and q :
is faithful, and let ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2 be unit vectors. For notational purposes let H 2,0 := H 2 and let π 2,0 := π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2,0 ).
Consider the Hilbert space K := K 1 ⊕ K 2 where
Let S ∈ B(K) be the isometry defined by
for all η 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ η n ∈ L 1,n , and by extending by linearity and density. It is clear that the action of S * ∈ B(K) is given by S * (η) = 0 for all η ∈ L 1,1 ⊕ L 2,1 and
) denote the C * -subalgebra of B(K) generated by A 1 ⊕ A 2 and S. From this point onward we will suppress the representations π i and view
* -algebra (usually it is required that π 1 and π 2 are faithful GNS representations). Similarly consider the Hilbert space K 0 := K 1,0 ⊕ K 2,0 where
for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let S 0 ∈ B(K) be the isometry defined by
, and by extending by linearity and density. Notice that (A 1 /J) ⊕ A 2 has a faithful representation on K 0 given by
From this point onward, we will suppress the representations π i,0 and view
canonically. Notice K 0 may be viewed canonically as a Hilbert subspace of K since H 1,0 ⊆ H 1 and H 2,0 = H 2 . By considering the actions of A 1 , A 2 , S, and S * , it is easy to see that K 0 is a reducing subspace of C * (A 1 ⊕A 2 , S) since ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2,0 .
Let
The main result of this section is the following. 
To prove Theorem 2.3.2 we will split the proof into several smaller results. The proof begins by examining some basic structural facts about C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S). Next an action of the unit circle on C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S) is defined which enables us to create a 'Fourier series' for C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S). It is then easy to see that the sequence is exact if and only if the possible 'Fourier coefficients' of elements from ker(π ′ ) and J C * (A1⊕A2,S) agree. This fact that the Fourier coefficients agree is proved by directly analyzing the structure of these 'Fourier coefficients'.
where j ∈ {1, 2} \ {i} and P Kj is the orthogonal projection of K onto K j . In addition, for all i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2} \ {i}, and A, B ∈ A i ASB = 0, AS * B = 0, P Kj SA = SA, and
Proof. Fix i ∈ {1, 2}, let j ∈ {1, 2} \ {i}, and let
Whence, by linearity and density, S * AS = Aξ i , ξ i Hi P Kj . Fix i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2} \ {i}, and A, B ∈ A i . To see ASB = 0 notice A(L j,n ) = {0} and B(L j,n ) = {0} for all n. However S(B(L i,n )) ⊆ L j,n+1 and thus ASB = 0. Similarly AS * B = 0. To see
is unital, the fact that P Kj ∈ A j for all j ∈ {1, 2}, and the above results, we obtain that the desired span is dense in C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S).
The next step in the proof is to define a action of the unit circle
(where we use √ −1 instead of i as we commonly use i as an index) for all η 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ η n ∈ L i,n and extend by linearity and density (that is, U θ is multiplication by e −nθ √ −1 on tensors of K of length n). It is clear that U θ is a unitary operator with U * θ = U −θ and U θ U β = U θ+β (where we view θ + β mod 2π). Define the
for all i ∈ {1, 2} and for all n ∈ N.
Proof. First it is clear that
are reducing subspaces of C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S) since each is invariant under A 1 , A 2 , S, and S * . Suppose otherwise that there exists an i ∈ {1, 2}, an m ∈ N, and an h ∈ L i,m so that 0, 2π) . As k = m and h k = 0, this is an impossibility.
Next we obtain some important results by considering the action of α θ on C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S).
given by
is a well-defined, contractive linear map with the property that
Proof. The fact that α θ (A) = A for all θ ∈ [0, 2π) and A ∈ A 1 ⊕ A 2 comes from the fact that each L i,n is an invariant subspace of A 1 ⊕ A 2 and thus
where j ∈ {1, 2} \ {i}. Whence α θ (S) = e θ √ −1 S by linearity and density. To see θ → α θ (T ) is a continuous map for all T ∈ C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S), notice the result holds for all T ∈ Alg(A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S, S * ) by the above results. Since each α θ is a contraction and
, the result follows. The fact that E is a well-defined, contractive linear map is then trivial and the fact that α θ (E(T )) = E(T ) for all T ∈ C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S) follows from the fact that α θ • α β = α θ+β (as U θ U β = U θ+β ) and the fact that the Lebesgue measure on the unit circle is translation invariant.
The map E has many other properties (e.g. it is positive and faithful) that will not be needed. What will be needed is the fact that E allows us to create a 'Fourier series' for elements of C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S).
−1 is Fejér's kernel. Recall 1 2π σ n (θ)dθ n≥1 define probability measures on T that converge weak * (from C(T)) to the point mass at 0. Thus
for all n ∈ N. Since E and thus Σ n is linear for all n ∈ N and each Σ n is a contraction, it suffices to prove the result on a set whose span is dense; namely
To complete the proof, notice if
T for all k ≥ |n − m| which clearly converges to T as k → ∞.
be the compression map under consideration in Theorem 2.3.2. To prove Theorem 2.3.2 it suffices to prove ker(π ′ ) ⊆ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Notice each element of J is fixed by each α θ . Thus E maps the algebraic ideal generated by J in Alg(A, S, S * ) into J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and thus E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) ⊆ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) .
Recall from Construction 2.3.1 that T ∈ C * (A 1 ⊕A 2 , S)∩ker(π ′ ) if and only if T acts as the zero operator
). The conclusion of the proof will be obtain by showing E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) = E(ker(π ′ )) due to the following lemma.
Proof. By Construction 2.3.1 it suffices to show that ker(π
for all k ≥ 0. This implies that Σ n (T ) ∈ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) for all n and thus T ∈ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Discussion 2.3.9. To begin the process of showing E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) = E(ker(π ′ )) we will examine the structure of J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Notice if J ∈ J then JS = 0 as Jξ 1 = 0. Whence S * J = 0 for all J ∈ J. Therefore, using the properties that the algebraic ideal generated by J in Alg(A 1 , A 2 , S, S * ) is dense in J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and the results and ideas from Lemma 2.3.3, the span of
Notation 2.3.10. For each n ≥ 0 let
Lemma 2.3.11. The span of n≥0 J (n) is dense in E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and the span of
Proof. We will only prove the first claim as the second follows verbatim with the aid of Lemma 2.3.3. It is clear n≥0 J (n) ⊆ E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Let T ∈ E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and let ǫ > 0. As T ∈ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) there exists an
Thus E(R) ∈ span n≥0 J (n) which completes the claim.
Discussion 2.3.12. Now we will examine how A 1,(n) , A 2,(n) , and J (n) act on K. We will begin with the analysis of A 1,(n) and J (n) as the analysis of A 2,(n) will be similar.
where A i , B j ∈ A 1 if i, j = 0 mod 2, A i , B j ∈ A 2 if i, j = 1 mod 2, and A ∈ A 1 (A ∈ J). If k ∈ {1, 2} and k = n mod 2 then T (L k,m ) = {0} for all m ∈ N. Fix k ∈ {1, 2} with k = n mod 2 and let ℓ ∈ {1, 2} \ {k}.
Moreover T acts as the zero operator on elements of L k,m for all m ≤ n since the m th S * will act on an element of
, it is easy to see that T acts on L k,m as R ⊗ I L k,m−n−1 when n + 1 is even and m ≥ n + 1 and T acts on L k,m as R ⊗ I L ℓ,m−n−1 when n + 1 is odd and m ≥ n + 1.
For i ∈ {1, 2} let N i = A i ξ i which is a Hilbert subspace of H i,0 ⊆ H i containing ξ i . Thus, for a fixed k ∈ {1, 2} with k = n mod 2 and with ℓ ∈ {1, 2} \ {k}, by restricting to L k,n and taking limits of elements of A 1,(n) (J (n) ) over A 1 , . . . , A n , B 1 , . . . , B n where A i , B j ∈ A 1 if i, j = 0 mod 2 and A i , B j ∈ A 2 if i, j = 1 mod 2, every operator in B(L k,n ) of the form
mod 2, and A ∈ A 1 (A ∈ J) may be obtained. For completion we will describe the action of
where
, 2} with k = n mod 2 and let ℓ ∈ {1, 2} \ {k}. Then for all
Moreover T acts as the zero operator on elements of L k,m for all m ≤ n since the m th S * will act on an
it is easy to see that T acts on L k,m as R ⊗ I L k,m−n−1 when n + 1 is even and m ≥ n + 1 and T acts on L k,m as R ⊗ I L ℓ,m−n−1 when n + 1 is odd and m ≥ n + 1.
Lastly notice if T ∈ A 1,(n) , R ∈ A 2,(n) , k, ℓ ∈ {1, 2}, k = n mod 2, and ℓ = n mod 2 then the actions of T and R are completely determined by their actions on L 1,n+1 ⊕ L 2,n+1 with T (L k,m ) = {0} for all m ∈ N, R(L ℓ,m ) = {0} for all m ∈ N, and
The above structure will be important as we will consider the restriction of E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and E(ker(π ′ )) to the subspaces L 1,n ⊕ L 2,n of K. For m, n ∈ N and i ∈ {1, 2} let P i,m be the orthogonal projection of K onto L i,m , let P m be the orthogonal projection of K onto L 1,m ⊕ L 2,m (so P m = P 1,m + P 2,m ), and let Q n = n j=1 P j which is the orthogonal projection of K onto n k=1 (L 1,k ⊕ L 2,k ). Therefore, using the above discussion, A 1,(n) P m = {0} and A 2,(n) P m = {0} for all m ≤ n and if m > n + 1 then each element T ∈ A 1,(n) ∪ A 2,(n) acts on L 1,m by (P 1,n+1 T P 1,n+1 ) ⊗ I where I is the appropriate identity and acts on L 2,m by (P 2,n+1 T P 2,n+1 ) ⊗ I where I is the appropriate identity. Using the P n 's and the above information about the actions of A 1,(n) , A 2,(n) , and J (n) on L 1,n ⊕ L 2,n , we obtain the following.
Proof. Clearly Q n span m<n J (m) Q n ⊆ Q n E(ker(π ′ ))Q n for all n ∈ N. Thus it suffices to show that each element of E(ker(π ′ )) can be approximated uniformly on Q m K by an element of span m<n J (m) . We proceed by induction on n.
Let T ∈ E(ker(π ′ )) and let ǫ > 0. As T ∈ E(C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S)) Lemma 2.3.11 implies that there exists an m ∈ N, T 1,j ∈ A 1,(j) , and T 2,j ∈ A 2,(j) such that T − 2 i=1 m j=0 T i,j < ǫ. Therefore
as A i,(j) P 1 = {0} for all j ≥ 1 and i ∈ {1, 2}. Note T 1,0 ∈ A 1,(0) = A 1 and T 2,0 ∈ A 2,(0) = A 2 . However P 1 T P 1 (H 1,0 ) = {0} as T ∈ ker(π ′ ) and P 1 T 2,0 P 1 (H 1,0 ) = {0} as T 2,0 ∈ A 2 . Whence
for all h ∈ H 1,0 . Since A 1 act on H 1,0 via π 1,0 •q, π 1,0 (q(T 0 )) < ǫ. Thus q(T 0 ) A1/J < ǫ as π 1,0 is a faithful representation of A 1 /J. Hence there exists a J ∈ J such that T 1,0 − J < ǫ. Similarly P 1 T P 1 (H 2 ) = {0} as T ∈ ker(π ′ ) and T 1,0 (H 2 ) = {0} as T 1,0 ∈ A 1 . Hence, as π 2 was a faithful representation, T 2,0 < ǫ. Thus J ∈ J (0) and
Suppose the result is true for some n ≥ 1. Let T ∈ E(ker(π ′ )) and let ǫ > 0. As T ∈ E(C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S)) Lemma 2.3.11 implies that there exists an m ∈ N, T 1,j ∈ A 1,(j) , and T 2,j ∈ A 1,(j) such that
as A i,(j) P k = {0} for all j ≥ k and all i ∈ {1, 2}. By the inductive hypothesis there exists an R ∈ span m<n J (m) such that Q n T Q n − Q n RQ n < ǫ and thus
However, as R ∈ span m<n J (m) and
by Discussion 2.3.12. Therefore, by considering direct sums,
Thus it suffices to approximate T 1,n +T 2,n ∈ A 1,(n) +A 2,(n) uniformly on Q n+1 K with an element of J (n) . Since elements of A 1,(n) , A 2,(n) and J (n) are zero when restricted to Q n K, it suffices to perform the approximation on L 1,n+1 ⊕ L 2,n+1 . First we claim that T 2,n < 3ǫ. Fix k ∈ {1, 2} with k = n mod 2 and let ℓ ∈ {1, 2} \ {k}. By the description of the action of T 2,n on K it suffices to show that P k,n+1 T 2,n | L k,n+1 < 3ǫ. However, by the description of the action of T 2,n on K as given in Discussion 2.3.12, P k,n+1 T 2,n | L k,n+1 is supported on
for all i ∈ {1, 2}) where i j = k if j is odd and i j = ℓ if j is even (and automatically i n+1 = 2). However T and R vanish on the above Hilbert space as they are elements of ker(π ′ ) and T 1,n vanishes on the above Hilbert space by Discussion 2.3.12. Hence T 2,n < 3ǫ as claimed.
Next we desire to approximate T 1,n with an element of J (n) . To begin fix k ∈ {1, 2} with k = n mod 2 and let ℓ ∈ {1, 2} \ {k}. Hence T 1,n is completely determined by its action on L k,n+1 and
by ( * ) and the fact that P k,n+1 T 2,n P k,n+1 = 0 by Discussion 2.3.12. Write
∈ A 2 if i, j = 1 mod 2, and A (q) ∈ A 1 for all q ∈ {1, . . . , p}. By earlier discussion T 1,n acts on L k,n+1 by
By viewing T 1,n ∈ B(L k,n+1 ) and by applying the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization Process, we can write T 1,n as the map
(where for i ∈ {1, 2} N i = A i ξ i , i j = k if j is odd, and i j = ℓ if j is even (and automatically i n = 2)) are such that {ζ j } p j=1 and {ω i } p i=1 are orthonormal sets. Suppose ζ ∈ L k,n+1 is such that ζ ≤ 1. Then we can write ζ = p j=1 ζ j ⊗ η j + γ∈Γ ζ γ ⊗ η γ where {ζ γ } γ∈Γ ⊆ L k,n extends {ζ j } p j=1 to an orthonormal basis of L k,n and η j , η γ ∈ H 1 . Thus p j=1 η j 2 ≤ ζ 2 ≤ 1 and
This final expression is directly related to the norm of [A i,j ] ∈ M p (A 1 ). Indeed recall that A 1 is acting on , we obtain that
Using ( * * ) and the fact that P k,n+1 T P k,n+1 − P k,n+1 RP k,n+1 is zero on
where i j = k if j is odd and i j = ℓ if j is even (and automatically i n+1 = 1) (as T ∈ E(ker(π ′ )) and R ∈ span m<n J (m) ), P n+1 T 1,n P n+1 | Hi 1 ,0 ⊗Hi 2 ,0 ⊗···⊗Hi n,0 ⊗Hi n+1 ,0 < 3ǫ.
As ω i , ζ j ∈ H i1,0 ⊗ H i2,0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H in,0 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, using ( * * * ) we see that
and extend by linearity and density. Note that repeating ( * * * ) twice shows R ′ is indeed a bounded linear map and
Discussion 2.3.12 implies that there exists a R 0 ∈ J (n) such that
Since R 0 ∈ J (n) and T 1,n ∈ A 1,(n) ,
By combining all of our approximations
and, as R + R 0 ∈ span m<n+1 J (m) , the result follows.
The above result shows we can approximate elements of E(ker(π ′ )) uniformly on Q n K by elements of span m<n J (m) . The following result shows that this is enough to prove the assumptions of Lemma 2.3.8. Lemma 2.3.14. Let T ∈ E(C * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 , S)) and let ǫ > 0. There exists an n ∈ 2N such that P j,m T P j,m − P j,n T P j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n B(Lj,m) < ǫ for all m ≥ n and j ∈ {1, 2} (where L j,m ≃ L j,n ⊗ L j,m−n canonically as n is even).
Proof. Fix ǫ > 0. By Lemma 2.3.11 there exists an n ∈ 2N and a R ∈ span m<2n (A 1,(m) ∪ A 2,(m) ) such that T − R < ǫ. Fix m ≥ n. Then for all j ∈ {1, 2} R acts on L j,m as P j,n RP j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n and thus P j,m T P j,m − P j,n RP j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n B(Lj,m) ≤ T − R < ǫ.
However P j,n T P j,n − P j,n RP j,n ≤ T − R < ǫ for all j ∈ {1, 2} so
as desired.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2.
Recall E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) ⊆ E(ker(π ′ )) by Discussion 2.3.7. Let T ∈ E(ker(π ′ )) and let ǫ > 0. By Lemma 2.3.14 there exists an n ∈ 2N so that P j,m T P j,m − P j,n T P j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n B(Lj,m) < ǫ for all m ≥ n and j ∈ {1, 2}. By Lemma 2.3.13 there exists an R ∈ span m<n J (m) so that
by Lemma 2.3.4 and the above inequality implies
for all m ≤ n and j ∈ {1, 2}. Thus P j,n T P j,n − P j,n RP j,n < ǫ for all j ∈ {1, 2}. However, since R ∈ span m<n J (m) , P j,m RP j,m = P j,n RP j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n for all m ≥ n and j ∈ {1, 2} (as n is even) and thus P j,m T P j,m − P j,m RP j,m ≤ ǫ + P j,n T P j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n − P j,n RP j,n ⊗ I Lj,m−n Lj,m ≤ 2ǫ for all m ≥ n and j ∈ {1, 2}. Whence T − R ≤ 2ǫ. As R ∈ E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) ⊆ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) , we obtain that T ∈ J C * (A1⊕A2,S) and thus T ∈ E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Hence E(ker(π ′ )) = E J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Therefore ker(π ′ ) = J C * (A1⊕A2,S) by Lemma 2.3.8 as desired.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.3
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.3. By Theorem 2.3.2 we know certain short sequences of C * -algebras are exact and we will use the proof of Theorem 4.8.2 in [BO] to construct a commutative diagram of short sequences. The proof of Theorem 4.8.2 in [BO] is concrete and allows us to demonstrate that the compression of J C * (A1⊕A2,S) corresponds with the description of J A1 * A2 given in Section 2.2. The remainder of the proof is then trivial. We start the proof by re-describing the context. Discussion 2.4.1. Let A 1 and A 2 be unital C * -algebras, let J be an ideal of A 1 , let π 1,0 : A 1 /J → B(H 1,0 ), π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1,1 ), and π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2 ) be unital representations such that π 1,0 and π 2 are faithful and, if H 1 := H 1,0 ⊕ H 1,1 and q : A 1 → A 1 /J is the canonical quotient map, π 1 := (π 1,0 • q) ⊕ π 1,1 : A 1 → B(H 1 ) is faithful, and let ξ 1 ∈ H 1,0 and ξ 2 ∈ H 2 be unit vectors. For notational purposes let H 2,0 := H 2 and let π 2,0 := π 2 : A 2 → B(H 2,0 ).
Using the notation of Discussion 2.3.1, the sequence
is exact by Theorem 2.3.2. In order to show that the sequence
as described in Construction 2.1.2 is exact, we desire to embed the later sequence into the first.
Notation 2.4.2. Let A 1,0 = A 1 /J and let A 2,0 = A 2 . Using the notation of Discussion 2.3.1, let
and let
Define the unital, completely positive maps ψ i :
Define the unital, completely positive maps ψ i,0 :
For all i ∈ {1, 2} let ,π2,ξ2) . In fact σ is the compression map of B(K) to B(K 1,1 ) where
Similarly there exists a unital, completely positive map
⊆ {1, 2}, and i k = i k+1 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}.
Proof. The proof of the above result is contained in Theorem 4.8.2 of [BO] . Note that the proof in [BO] is done under the assumptions that π 1 , π 2 , and π 1,0 are the faithful representations corresponding to a GNS construction. However these assumptions are not used in the proof. For later purposes we remark that the Hilbert subspace K 1,1 of K is the subspace 
Proof. Recall that the span of I (A1,π1,ξ1) * (A2,π2,ξ2) and
is dense in (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ). Therefore, to prove the diagram commutes, it suffices by linearity and density to verify that Ψ 0 π I (A1,π1,ξ1) * (A2,π2,ξ2) = π ′ Ψ I (A1,π1,ξ1) * (A2,π2,ξ2) and Ψ 0 (π(T )) = π ′ (Ψ 0 (T )) for all T in the set given in ( * ). However Ψ 0 π I (A1,π1,ξ1) * (A2,π2,ξ2) = π ′ Ψ I (A1,π1,ξ1) * (A2,π2,ξ2) is trivial as Ψ, Ψ 0 , π, and
. . , n}, and by the properties of Ψ 0 from Lemma 2.4.3, and
by the properties of Ψ from Lemma 2.4.3 and since π ′ is a * -homomorphism. However, for all i ∈ {1, 2} and
Hence Ψ 0 • π = π ′ • Ψ on a set with dense span in (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) and thus the result follows by linearity and density.
The final technical challenge of the proof of Theorem 2.1.3 is the following.
Proof. By Discussion 2.3.9 and the notation in 2.4.2, it is easy to see that the span of
is dense in J C * (A1⊕A2,S) . Recall that σ was the compression of K onto . Therefore it suffices to show that the compression of each element in ( * ) to K corresponds to an element in J A1 * A2 as described in Section 2.2.
Notice B(K 1,1 ) = {0} for all B ∈ A 2 . Therefore it suffices to consider only the set
It is easy to see that T is zero on H 1 ⊗ (H 
If B j = I A2 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n} then B j ξ 2 is orthogonal to H 0 2 and thus the image of
* ξ 2 H2 = 0 for all ζ j ∈ H 0 2 so T is zero on K 1,1 and thus σ(T ) = 0. Therefore we may assume that
* ξ 1 H1 = 0 for all η j ∈ H 0 1 so T is zero on K 1,1 and thus σ(T ) = 0. Therefore we may assume that 
1 and A 1 = I A1 then σ(T ) corresponds to the operator
Hence σ(T ) ∈ J A1 * A2 for all T of this form. The case where m = 0 is identical (as Jξ 1 = 0 for all J ∈ J).
Using similar arguments to those listed above, the image of
is in the orthogonal complement of K 1,1 and thus these operators have zero compression for all n, m ≥ 0,
As the span of ( * ) is dense in J C * (A1⊕A2,S) , the result follows.
Proof of Theorem
by Lemma 2.4.5. However T = σ(Ψ(T )) by Lemma 2.4.3 so
Limits of Free Products
With the modification to the third equivalence of Theorem 1.1 complete, we turn our attention to developing the analog of the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 in the context of reduced free products. The following is the adaptation of the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 to reduced free products and is a generalization of the appendix of [Ma] due to Shlyakhtenko (where, if A i are C * -algebras with states ϕ i that have faithful GNS representations, (A 1 , ϕ 1 ) * (A 2 , ϕ 2 ) is the reduced free product, ϕ 1 * ϕ 2 is the vector state on (A 1 , ϕ 1 ) * (A 2 , ϕ 2 ) corresponding to the distinguished vector, C t 1 , . . . , t n denotes set of all complex polynomials in n noncommuting variables and their complex conjugates, and a pair (A, τ ) is said to be a non-commutative probability space if A is a unital C * -algebra and τ is a state on A with a faithful GNS representation):
be generators for a non-commutative probability space (A k , τ k ).
be generators for a non-commutative probability space (A, τ ) and let
be generators for a non-commutative probability space (B, ϕ). Suppose that
. . , t n , and
for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m .
By examining the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1, it can easily be seen that the above question is connected with the notion of an exact C * -algebra by replacing tensor products with reduced free products. To begin the proof of Theorem 3.1, we note one inequality is trivially implied. by freeness. Since τ (p ℓ,w (X 1 , . . . , X n )) = 0 and ϕ(q ℓ,w (Y 1 , . . . , Y m )) = 0 for all w ∈ {1, . . . , z ℓ }, the assumptions of the lemma imply lim
as every term in ( * ) is bounded by the first assumption of the lemma and
for all w ∈ {1, . . . , z ℓ } by the second assumption of the lemma. Hence
As similar computations hold when p ℓ,1 and/or q ℓ,z ℓ are constants, the claim has been proven.
for all T ∈ (A, τ ) * (B, ϕ). Notice the above implies that
for all polynomials p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m . However, by considering the construction of the reduced free product, for a fixed polynomial p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m
However, for all p, p 1 , p 2 ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m ,
Hence, as the above holds for all p 1 , p 2 ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m , the result follows.
Remarks 3.3. Using the notation in Theorem 3.1, consider the C * -subalgebra C of
Lemma 3.2 tells us that there exists a map
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Moreover Ψ is an isomorphism if and only if lim sup
for all polynomials p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m . Thus Theorem 3.1 is true if and only if Ψ is an isomorphism. The question of whether Ψ is an isomorphism can be considered as a modification of the fourth equivalence of Theorem 1.1.
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 3.1 provided that B is an exact C * -algebra. To do this we reprove the following known results from the appendix of [Ma] that prove Theorem 3.1 when the Y j are free creation operators on a Fock space.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a unital C * -algebra with a state τ with a faithful GNS representation and let B be the universal C * -algebra generated by A and elements
is the Kronecker delta function). Let ψ be the linear functional on
ℓ ∈ A and at least one of k and ℓ is non-zero. Then ψ extends to a state on B having a faithful GNS representation. Moreover, if (A, τ ) * (E, φ) where (E, φ) is the C * -algebra generated by n free creation operators ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n on the full Fock space F (C n ) and φ is the vacuum expectation, there exists an isomorphism Φ : (B, ψ) → (A, τ ) * (E, φ) such that Φ(A) = A for all A ∈ A and Φ(L j ) = ℓ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Proof. Let B, ψ be the reduced free product (A, τ ) * (E, φ). By Corollary 2.5 of [Sh] 
ℓ ∈ A and at least one of k and ℓ is non-zero. Hence, by the universal property of B, there exists a * -homomorphism Φ : B → B such that ψ = ψ • Φ. To complete the lemma it suffices to prove Φ is injective. However, by [Pi] (and by applying the same 'Fourier series'-like argument as in Section 2.3), it suffices to check that the linear span of {AL * i BL j C | i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, A, B, C ∈ A} is dense in A and that there exists a homomorphism α : {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} → Hom( B) such that α z (A) = A for all A ∈ A and α z (ℓ j ) = zℓ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. However the first claim is trivial by taking i = j, B = I A = C. Since it is trivial to verify that there exists a homomorphism α : {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} → Hom( B) such that α z (ℓ j ) = zℓ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, taking the free product with the identity map on A will complete the lemma. Proof. Consider the C * -algebra
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
for j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Notice, by the first assumption of the theorem, A is isomorphic to the C * -subalgebra of D generated by {X ′ j } n j=1 . Let C be the C * -subalgebra of D generated by A and {L j } m j=1 . By Remarks 3.3 there exists a * -homomorphism Ψ :
. . , n} and Ψ(L j ) = ℓ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
We claim that Ψ is an isomorphism. To see this, notice for all polynomials p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n that
by the second assumption of the theorem. Hence, by Lemma 3.4 and by universality, there exists a
. . , n} and Φ(ℓ j ) = L j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Hence Ψ is invertible with inverse Φ. Thus the result follows from Remarks 3.3.
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 3.1 provided C * (Y 1 , . . . , Y m ) is exact. To do this we desire an embedding of the reduced free product of two C * -algebras A and B into a reduced free product involving A ⊗ min B.
Lemma 3.6. Let A and B be unital C * -algebras, let ϕ and ψ be states on A and B respectively with faithful GNS representations. Let ℓ 1 be the unilateral forward shift on ℓ 2 (N), let {e n } n≥1 be the standard orthonormal basis for ℓ 2 (N), and let φ : C * (ℓ 1 ) → C be defined by φ(T ) = T e 1 , e 1 for all T ∈ C * (ℓ 1 ). Then there exists a unitary U ∈ C * (ℓ 1 ) (independent of A and B) and an injective * -homomorphism
Proof. See Proposition 4.2 of [DS] . Alternatively a (not necessarily injective) * -homomorphism can be constructed by Theorem 4.7.2 of [BO] and by showing that A ⊗ I B and U * (I A ⊗ B)U are free with respect to any self-adjoint unitary U such that U e 1 = e 2 and U e 2 = e 1 . The proof that Ψ is then injective can be done by constructing a compression map from the Hilbert space that (A ⊗ min B, ϕ ⊗ ψ) * (C * (ℓ 1 ), φ) acts on to an isomorphic copy of the Hilbert space (A, ϕ) * (B, ψ) acts on.
Lemma 3.7. Theorem 3.1 is true under the additional assumption that B is an exact C * -algebra.
Proof. Since B is exact, by the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 and by the first assumption of the lemma, we obtain that
for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m . By the structure of the states on the tensor products and by the second assumption of the lemma,
for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m . Therefore Lemma 3.5 implies
for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m+1 and for all T ∈ C * (ℓ 1 ). By using T = U where U is a unitary as in Lemma 3.6 and by viewing (
, e 1 ) respectively, the result follows.
Just as Lemma 3.7 upgraded Lemma 3.5 to exact C * -algebras by use of Lemma 3.6 and tensor products, we will use Lemma 3.7 along with the following lemma involving direct sums to prove Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.8. For i ∈ {1, 2} let (A i , τ i ) be non-commutative probability space. Let τ : A 1 ⊕ A 2 → C be the state given by 
Note σ is a faithful state. Let C be any C * -algebra with a state ρ such that there exists a unitary U ∈ C such that ρ| C * (U) is faithful, ρ(U ) = 0, and the GNS representation of C with respect to ρ is faithful.
Then there exists an injective
Proof. See Lemma 5.6 of [BDS] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For each k ∈ N define the state ψ k :
for all A ∈ A k and B ∈ B and define the state ψ : A ⊕ B → C by ψ(A ⊕ B) = 1 2 (τ (A) + ϕ(B)) for all A ∈ A and B ∈ B. By the first assumption of the theorem, it is clear that lim sup
for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m . Let ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 be two isometries that generated the Cuntz algebra. Since O 2 is exact, the fifth equivalence of Theorem 1.1 implies that
converges to
as k → ∞ for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m+2 .
Let σ be the faithful state from Lemma 3.8. Therefore
as k → ∞ for all p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m+2 by the second assumption of the theorem, the structure of the ψ k 's, and the structure of the tensor products of states.
Let C = M 2 (C), let ρ be the faithful normalized trace on C, and let
Since C can be generated by a single operator free from ρ, Lemma 3.7 implies if p ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n+m+3 , T ∈ M 2 (C),
and
Therefore the result clearly follows by the embedding properties given by Lemma 3.8.
Combining Theorem 2.1.3, Theorem 3.1, and Remarks 3.3, we have the following analog of Lemma 1.2 for reduced free products. be generators for a non-commutative probability space (A k , τ k ).
Let {X i } n i=1 be generators for a non-commutative probability space (A, τ ) and let {Y i } m i=1 be generators for a non-commutative probability space (B, ϕ) . Suppose that 1. lim sup k→∞ q X (k) 1 , . . . , X (k) n A k = q(X 1 , . . . , X n ) A for all q ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n , and 2. lim k→∞ τ k q X
1 , . . . , X (k) n = τ (q(X 1 , . . . , X n )) for all q ∈ C t 1 , . . . , t n .
Let D be the unital C * -subalgebra of k≥1 A k generated by X 
Extending Completely Positive Maps with States
In this section we will develop the ability to extend unital, completely positive maps on C * -algebras in a state-preserving manner. This will enable us to extend the classical result that the free product of unital, completely positive maps can be taken when the GNS representations of the C * -algebras are faithful. This will allow us to show (A 1 , π 1 , ξ 1 ) * (A 2 , π 2 , ξ 2 ) ≃ (A 1 , π The ability to extend unital, completely positive maps in a state-preserving manner will be of use in the next section where the modification of the second equivalence of Theorem 1.1 to reduced free products is obtained.
First we state the commonly known result for unital, completely positive maps between the reduced free products of C * -algebra with faithful GNS representations (where the reduced free product of more than two C * -algebras can be taken recursively as the process is associative).
Theorem 4.1.1 (Blanchard, Dykema) . For i ∈ {1, . . . , n} let H i and H = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and i j = i j+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}. We denote Ψ by * n i=1 ψ i . Proof. See Theorem 2.2 of [BD] .
Next we endeavour to extend the above result to the reduced free products of C * -algebras where we do not require that the states have faithful GNS constructions. To do this, we will apply Theorem 4.1.3 to the above result. We begin the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 in the case that ϕ is a * -homomorphism and then appeal to Stinespring's Theorem. We claim V ξ = η. To see this, recall if (E λ ) Λ is a C * -bounded approximate identity for A then E λ ξ converges to the projection of ξ onto Aξ and similarly π(E λ )η converges to the projection of η onto π(A)η. Since ξ ∈ Aξ, lim Λ E λ ξ = ξ. Therefore V ξ = lim Λ V (E λ ξ) = lim Λ π(E λ )η. However, since V is isometric, ξ and η are both unit vectors, and π(E λ )η converges to the projection of η onto π(A)η, η ∈ π(A)η and V ξ = η.
Since K 0 is a reducing subspace for π(A), there exists * -homomorphisms π 0 : A → B(K 0 ) and π for all A 0 ∈ A. Therefore, as π(A)η is dense in K 0 , V P * AP V * = π 0 (A) for all A ∈ A so ψ extends π. Lastly ψ(T )η, η K = T P V * η, P V * η H = T P ξ, P ξ H = T ξ, ξ H for all T ∈ B(H) as desired. for all A ∈ A so ψ extends ϕ. Hence
